Annual Report
ENVA 2016
ENVA is the annual fest organized by Prakriti MSIT. The fest was organized over a period of
two days, February 3, 2016 to February 4, 2016. It observed a footfall of 3000 participants in
various events and many were awarded cash prizes and goodies for their achievements.
ABOUT PRAKRITI
Prakriti is the Eco and Humanitarian Society of MSIT that has been one of the most active
and focused societies of MSIT since its inception on March 03, 2010. All the prakritians vow
to deliver their best in saving the environment from its further degradation. Our ulterior aim
is to benefit the society and nature around us in any small way we can. Ever since its bricks
were laid, Prakriti has been striving hard to outdo itself with every passing year. The progress
that this small society has made in 6 years is commendable.
We at Prakriti follow a threefold objective:
● Identifying and responding to environmental issues
● Triggering environmental behavior amongst masses
● Offering volunteer works in various community services
We express the innate creativity, intelligence and generosity of the human spirit in our work.
The initiatives that we take are collaborative and joyously heartcentered. We have
recognized the need for personal and cultural transformation in order to create the social,
economic and environmental conditions for sustainability.Some of the initiatives taken by
Prakriti include the yearly Blood Donation Campaign, the Winter Collection Drive (old
clothes, utensils, stationary, blankets, etc) , interaction with slum children in Vasant Kunj in
association with Seva Sandwhich by Lakshyam and Pinkathon for breast cancer awareness.

(Prakriti members at Seva Sandwich)

'Swachh Bharat Abhyan' has given Prakriti an opportunity to aware students about the most
pressing issue at hand. If our surroundings are not clean then we are the culprit and it gives us
no right to criticize the society. We have conducted various Cleanliness Drives to make
people realize that if we can, you also can!!
ABOUT ENVA 2016
ENVA is the foundation day of Prakriti, MSIT. It is the birthday celebration of a wellknown
society of the college. This year ENVA became a 2 day intercollege fest under the guidance
of Dr Brijpal Singh (teacher in charge) and management of society heads – Rahul Rajpal,
Prince Chopra, Tanya Gujral. ENVA is growing gradually while spreading its wings
beautifully every year.
The preparation for ENVA starts with meetings, exchanging ideas, planning, preparations,
assigning responsibilities, formulating action, participation, excitement and finally ends with
fun, enjoyment and success! Every event or competition organized is culminated with an
award ceremony.
Apart from this, it gives a noble opportunity to the students of this technical institution to
participate and showcase their talent in various nontechnical areas. Also, it provides them a
chance to save the environment and be a part of the awarded society.
This year, Prakriti MSIT collaborated with various NGOs and invited their children to enjoy
the fest and participate in various events. NGOs which graced the event were Lakshyam,
Goonj..

(Children of Lakshyam NGO performing Street Play)

GREEKY (go green with green)
It’s a challenging event for a team to show their strength. Its theme will revolve around environmental
issues.
MIND GRIND
A group discussion about environmental issues and grinding our mind to find out solutions, effective ways
to spread awareness and urge people to take concrete steps to combat the problem.
RANGREZ
It’s a rangoli competition that will give opportunity to express the views about nature through vibrant colors
of nature.
TASVEEROSHAYARI
An illustration of art through words, in which the participant will have to write a poem (in any language
known) about the images depicting nature issues or humanitarian issues.
TATTOO PAINTING
Painting is a special art. In this event, participants will make face mask and the best of them will win the
prize.
RAJNEETI
A fun event totally based on politics. It’s an event to convince people and ask them to vote for a particular
team
CRAETIVE WRITING
Consider your words powerful enough to tickle the emotions of everyone? This is the event for you to
portray your utmost talent.
GOTH n PUNK
Got the most creative ideas to dress up yourself in the least materialistic useful stuff?
Through this event we encourage a ramp show in self designed costume ideas related to the Nature.
ARM WRESTLING
Through this event we wish to encourage the benefits of good health and promote sportsmanship.
STREET DANCING
Consider your feet that never stop on any rhythm? This event encourages the talent of all the dancing shoes
to Dance on the streets of college and attracts the crowd with their performances.
STAND UP
Making people’s emotional hormone’s tickle is a special talent? This event is all about showcasing this
talent.
GREENOVATION
It's bringing out the best out of waste. Participants will be given waste materials (ecofriendly) and they will

make best out of it.

MYSTERY ROOMS
An event in which setup would be made with clues, and the participants will have to untangle the mystery.
STREET PLAY
This event is about performing street play to spread awareness about social and environmental issue,
without missing out on the entertainment part.
AMAZING RACE
Racing is a competition of speed, against an objective criterion, the clock. The competitors in a race will try
to complete a given task in the shortest amount of time
NATURETHROUGHLENSE
A photography content which would judge on how well a person can depict the sesitive issues of nature/
human concern through pictures.
Footpool
An event with creativity of football and pool mixed.
TARQ
Parliamentary Talk with delegates from all across Delhi promoting political issues.

The fest was a huge success with cumulative participation of about 2000 students. The two
days observed various talent, zeal and quality. The participants gracefully displayed their
concerns about the society and environment. The efforts were praised by many teachers and
students as the fifth edition of this noble fest concluded with grandeur.

